THE 7 F'S OF FFING!

For some reason or other, the terms have gotten to be thought of by some, that FF means fuck, but it's not necessarily so! You can sexually attract someone & witness to them in a way, you might say, sexual way, because you are the opposite sex & sexual attraction is the tool or the method—not necessarily going all the way. For example, in our last 4 years of FFing we've FF witnessed to over 400,000 souls, whereas you've only actually fucked 63,000. So you've only had to go to bed with about 1 out of 7 that you FF witnessed to.

And out of the number you've gone to bed with, guess how many you've won?—Exactly half! One out of two! Now that is a very high percentage of fruit from seed sown! Especially when you consider that we only win 1 out of 6,000 of those to whom we witness by all other methods combined, & even through witnessing we only win 1 out of every 100 we witness to!—So FFing is 3,000 times as effective—or maybe I should say effective, as all other witnessing combined, & is our most fruitful & efficient form of witnessing & soul-winning! PTL!—And not only that, but it's also the most supportive ministry! For some of our Homes, FFing is their major support, & they even make enough to help many other Homes & missionaries as a result!
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And I believe FFing is going to become our greatest form of witnessing, possibly the most numerous form of witnessing in the coming year, and the coming years as all other doors are closed.

Out of our 7 Supporters, only 5 are really witnessing ministries, right? They are witnessing, busking, door-to-door, mail & FFing. Usually provisioning & jobs are primarily for support, not as a means of witnessing. All right, here goes the witnessing on the streets of many countries, particularly after the war boom: Busking will go with it, cafe singing & a lot of maybe park & street singing. What next? Well, they've already got laws in many countries where you can't go DTD and distribute literature! So there goes your door-to-door, leaving only what? -- Mail Ministry & FFing? And do you know what I think? After the war we don't know how long one of these is going to last -- which one? The mail may be so restricted or so censored or so spied on or so limited that your Mail Ministries may be cut off completely!

But there will still be one outstanding possible supportive ministry left -- FFing! Men will need women and women will need men to the very end, so it will still be an effective, effective, efficient & fruitful ministry right up to the End, probably the last of the 7 Supporters when provisioning is gone & you're not even allowed to hold a job anymore because you haven't got the number of the Beast! But you FFers will still be working, as long as they've got your number -- your phone number! Amen? HALLELUJAH! Praise God for FFing! TXJ! Isn't that wonderful? Isn't that encouraging? -- Amen!

-- And it may mean your survival!
So, any of you folks who haven't yet tried FF'ing had better get on the ball—or balls—quick in order to get a little experience & get going so you'll still have something to fall back on—or fall forward on—when the crunch comes & there's no more ministry or supporter of any other kind left! Praise God!

That's one thing they didn't bring out in the Corry Tenboom churchy books, but was in her original book testimony we read, how that they became the favourites of the officers in the concentration (or Nazi) camp, & in making love to them they witnessed to them & won them to the Lord! They also got special favoured treatment, special food, special housing, & even managed, like Esther, to help...

...protect some of the other folk in the camp from extermination, by FF'ing the officers! So FF'ing is also the most official ministry as well! And some people think it's the most awful ministry! The churches & the System condemn us for it & say we're awful, but I'll tell you, when the crunch comes it will be the one ministry that will last the longest & support & win souls to the very End! Praise God! Hallelujah!

—And it can sure help to have influential friends in high places!
So God bless you girls & women & all you FFers, male or female, you are really delivering the goods! As well as the babies! (Since we started FFing, we have had about 300 Jesus babies) You are getting results, forever & lasting! That's another "F" -- the most forever! FFing is a forever ministry too, TTL! It's fruit forever!

SOULS, not diamonds, are FOREVER!!

So what are the Seven F's of FFing? It is the most effective, efficient, fruitful, financial, official -- and it's forever, Praise God!

We don't know how much longer these other ministries will last. In a lot of countries they're already gone. We don't even know how long the mail will last, one of the last of your ministries that is supportive. But praise God, all things pass away, but His Word through FFing will last forever! (Mt. 24:35). Hallelujah!

So let's FF away to that FF Day when we'll all FF with Jesus! -- At the Marriage Supper of the Lamb! Amen? GBAKY FFing forever!

Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of one of these My brethren, ye have done it unto Me! (Mt. 25:40)